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A new hybrid solution is presented to improve the efficiency of intelligent warehouses with multirobot systems, where the genetic
algorithm (GA) based task scheduling is combined with reinforcement learning (RL) based path planning for mobile robots.
Reinforcement learning is an effective approach to search for a collision-free path in unknown dynamic environments. Genetic
algorithm is a simple but splendid evolutionary search method that provides very good solutions for task allocation. In order
to achieve higher efficiency of the intelligent warehouse system, we design a new solution by combining these two techniques
and provide an effective and alternative way compared with other state-of-the-art methods. Simulation results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach regarding the optimization of travel time and overall efficiency of the intelligent warehouse
system.

1. Introduction

Intelligent warehouses are an essential part of the material-
handling industry and have gained popularity in recent
years [1]. Efficient and sensitive warehousing with intelligent
mobile robots is critical to improve the overall productivity
and simultaneously achieve high efficiency. The operations
with respect to warehousing systems have received consider-
able and increasing attention [2, 3]. In this paper, we focus on
the path planning problem of autonomousmobile robots and
the scheduling issues of the task orders. The path planning
problem [4] is to generate a collision-free path from the
starting point to the ending point and it is recognized as a
fundamental issue in warehousing systems. Task scheduling
[5] is the method to assign tasks to the robots under certain
criteria.

The scheduling and path planning problems are a hot
topic in multirobot systems for warehouses and many effec-
tive methods have been developed over the past few decades.
In 1996, Jennings [6] introduced a task negotiation approach
for groups of autonomous robots in warehousing systems.
However, the coordination approach presented in that paper

cannot be applied to the uncertain environment. The com-
binatorial auction algorithm proposed by Sandholm [7] is
considered to be more efficient than traditional mechanisms
as it divides tasks into different clusters based on the correla-
tions between them. Then the robots bid on the unrestricted
combinations of tasks. A path planning approach combining
the fuzzy method with the adaptive𝑄-leaning algorithm was
proposed in [8] and it was merely adapted to robot soccer
systems. In 2004, Richards et al. [9] used a standard𝐴∗ search
algorithm to find the optimal path. Nevertheless, the method
is only for the controlled and known environment.

Most previous research of warehousing operations con-
centrated on minimizing the travel distance where the work-
load among the robots is not well balanced and the utilization
ofmultirobot systems is not fully optimized. Fewpublications
could be found about the travel time. In 2011, Elango et al. [10]
used the𝐾-means clustering and auction-based mechanisms
to assign tasks to the robots in a balanced manner. This
approach takes two objectives into consideration, that is,
total travel cost minimization and the workload balancing
among the robots. However, the complexity of the algorithm
is comparatively high. Zhou et al. [11] proposed a balanced
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heuristic mechanism to solve the task allocation problem
in an intelligent warehouse, which improves the balance
performance among the robots and reduces the total travel
time effectively.

Unfortunately, even if there have been considerable
researches on scheduling and path planning problems, com-
binations of these two aspects have rarely been studied in
detail. In many cases, these two issues are even considered to
be independent.The truth is that the assignment results from
the path-length-based scheduling process and in turn affects
the performance of the path planning approach. However,
this relationship is often ignored in the previous researches.
Our work considers the two issues simultaneously. We
employ reinforcement learning (RL) to explore the dynamic
and unknown circumstance and use genetic algorithm (GA)
to generate balanced and efficient task assignments for the
robots.We provide three criteria [11] to evaluate the proposed
algorithms, that is, travel time (TT), total travel cost (TTC),
and balancing utilization (BU).We demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed methods regarding the optimization of
travel time and overall efficiency for the warehousing system
through simulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
an introduction to the intelligent warehousing systems is
given, including the basic structures and the mathematic
models. In Section 3, we discuss the scheduling and path
planning problems in warehousing systems. Then the pro-
posedmethods combiningGA andRL are described in detail.
In Section 4, we elaborate on the implementations of the
new solution in an intelligent warehouse system as well as
comparisons with some other relevant algorithms. Then the
experimental results are presented and analyzed. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. Problem Statement

In this paper, we focus on the task allocation and path plan-
ning problems for the intelligent warehouses with multirobot
systems. In a practical warehouse (e.g., the Kiva Mobile
Fulfillment System [12, 13]), there are generally dozens or
even hundreds ofmobile robots grabbing andmoving shelves
directly to workers at the picking station according to the
actual task orders. In order to simplify the system, we make
the following assumptions about the robots, tasks, and the
environment:

(i) A grid-based map model is used for the warehouse
environment.

(ii) The environment of the system is unknown to the
robots.

(iii) The robot is equipped with necessary sensors that can
detect the environment.

(iv) The robot can get to an adjacent site through one of
the four actions: up, down, left, and right.

(v) Both the robots and tasks are identical with each
other.

(vi) The robots are essentially independent when per-
forming the tasks.

Storage shelvesRobot

Picking station Pod

Figure 1: Simplified configuration of an intelligent warehouse
system.

(vii) The total cost and the whole time to complete the task
are measured by the walking steps of the robots.

(viii) The elapsed time at the station and lifting the shelf is
fixed and constant.

The simplifiedmodel of a specific intelligent warehouse is
shown in Figure 1.The system is composed of storage shelves,
robots, and picking stations. Each storage shelf contains
several pods and each of them holds a certain number of
products. The robot lifts and carries a corresponding pod to
the picking station along a learned path and then returns the
pod to the original position based on the allocated orders. It is
clear that both task allocation and path planning algorithms
are crucial in getting the work done as soon as possible.

Task allocation is themethod to assign the unfulfilled task
orders to the robots. It is one of the most critical problems
in warehouse systems. Path planning for a single robot can
be defined as searching for an optimal or suboptimal path
from the starting point to the destination regarding distance
and time, which is considered to be a fundamental issue in
warehousing systems. Furthermore, these two problems are
closely correlated with each other and their relationship is
taken into account in this paper. We emphasize these two
issues simultaneously and attempt to accomplish the tasks as
quickly as possible to improve the efficiency of warehousing
systems.

In a typical warehousing system, there always exist
numerous unfulfilled task orders. First we are confronted
with a problem of how to assign the available tasks to a
limited number of working robots. By making wise decisions
about task scheduling we can reduce the time spent to get
the work done. Afterwards, when the robots start to execute
their individual tasks we should consider the path planning
problem. The goal is to find a collision-free path to the
destination and avoid obstacles with as few steps as possible.

It is clear that at a high level our ultimate goal is to keep
the robots as busy as possible and maximize the efficiency
of the whole system. Thus several relevant targets need to
be taken into account. The first objective we considered is
reducing the amount of time spent. As the simulated running
time is closely related to the performance of computer
systems, the running time is measured by the largest walking
steps among the robots. The second objective is to minimize
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Figure 2: Basic parameters and indexes for an intelligent warehouse
with multiple robots.

the total distances of all the actual routes. In addition, in
order to balance the workload of the autonomous robots, the
balancing condition is taken into consideration as well.

We assume that there are a set of 𝑛 tasks𝑇 = {𝑡
1
, 𝑡
2
, . . . , 𝑡

𝑛
}

to be performed by a set of𝑚 robots 𝑅 = {𝑟
1
, 𝑟
2
, . . . , 𝑟

𝑚
}. The

travel cost between each pair of distinct tasks {𝑡
𝑖
, 𝑡
𝑗
} (𝑡
𝑖
, 𝑡
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∈
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𝑖𝑗
= 𝑐
𝑗𝑖
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𝑖
and a task 𝑡

𝑗

is expressed as 𝑑
𝑖𝑗
. We define 𝑤

𝑖
as the cost of task 𝑡

𝑖
, which

is the total cost of carrying the inventory pod to the picking
station according to task 𝑡

𝑖
and then taking it back.The values

of 𝑐
𝑖𝑗
,𝑑
𝑖𝑗
, and𝑤

𝑖
are all calculated by path planning algorithms

which depend only on the actual path lengths.
Suppose the tasks are divided into 𝑚 groups 𝑇 = {𝑇

1
,

𝑇
2
, . . . , 𝑇

𝑚
} and each section 𝑇

𝑖
is allocated to robot 𝑟

𝑖
. We

assume that 𝑟
𝑖
have 𝑘 tasks to perform 𝑇

𝑖1
= {𝑡
𝑖1
, 𝑡
𝑖2
, . . . , 𝑡

𝑖𝑘
};

then the total cost of all the tasks in 𝑇
𝑖
can be expressed as

𝑊(𝑟
𝑖
) = 𝑤

𝑖1
+ 𝑤
𝑖2
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑤

𝑖𝑘
. The basic parameters and

indexes used in the model are introduced in detail as shown
in Figure 2.

We define the individual travel cost ITC{𝑟
𝑖
, 𝑇
𝑖
}, which

indicates the total travel cost for robot 𝑟
𝑖
to complete its

assigned task set 𝑇
𝑖
and it can be computed by

ITC (𝑟
𝑖
, 𝑇
𝑖
) = 𝐷

𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖1
+
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∑
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+𝑊(𝑟
𝑖
) , (1)

where 𝐷
𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖1

represents the travel cost for robot 𝑟
𝑖
to reach its

first assigned task 𝑡
𝑖1
and ∑𝑘−1

𝑗=1
𝑐
𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑖(𝑗+1)

is the total travel cost
for the other (𝑘 − 1) tasks.

In this paper, three criteria are used to evaluate the
performance of different solutions: travel time (TT), which
represents the maximum of all the individual travel costs
among the robots; total travel cost (TTC), which indicates the
total travel cost of all the robots in the system; and balancing
utilization (BU), which assesses the balancing condition of
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Figure 3: Overall control structure.

the whole system. The corresponding formulas [11] are listed
as follows:

TT = max
𝑖

ITC (𝑟
𝑖
, 𝑇
𝑖
) ,
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𝑚
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) ,
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𝑖
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𝑖
, 𝑇
𝑖
)
.

(2)

3. GA and RL for Warehouse Scheduling and
Multirobot Path Planning

3.1. Overall Control Structure. In this paper, the workspace
is divided into numerous grid cells with storage shelves in
the middle and picking stations around the perimeter. The
robots are working on this rasterized map. When an order is
received, the robot retrieves the appropriate pod and brings
it to the worker standing at inventory stations. Then the
appropriate items are picked, packed, and shipped out of the
warehousing system.

Throughout the above process, the task allocation process
is executed by the central controller, whereas the path plan-
ning is implemented by the robots. During the task allocation
process, the central controller receives a set number of task
orders from the Task Pool and employs GA [14–17] to assign
tasks to the robots. After that, the central controller transmits
the assignment results to the robots via wireless communica-
tion and the robots execute the tasks progressively by using𝑄-
learning [18–23] (a widely used RL algorithm) to plan paths
all along since the environment is unknown. Figure 3 gives a
brief overview of the whole process.

Another point that must be noted is the collision avoid-
ance between robots since the reinforcement learning algo-
rithm in this paper is only for a single robot. The interaction
which happens when the path of one robot is blocked by
another robot or two or more robots attempt to move into
the same cell at a given time is not only variable but also
unpredictable. A straightforward mechanism that may tackle
this problem is to refrain from these collisions. When robots
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(1) Initialize parameters: population size Popsize, maximal generations MaxEpoc, crossover rate Pc;
(2) Calculate the distances between different task orders;
(3) Generate an population of feasible solutions randomly;
(4) Evaluate individuals in the initial population;
(5) for 𝑖 = 1 to MaxEpoc do
(6) Set the alterable mutation rate Pm according to the actual evolution generations;
(7) Select individuals according to elitist strategy and roulette wheel method;
(8) if random (0, 1) < Pc then
(9) Crossover individuals in pairs by a variation of the order crossover operator;
(10) end if
(11) if random (0, 1) < Pm then
(12) Mutate an individual by swap mutation;
(13) end if
(14) Evaluate the produced offspring;
(15) end for

Algorithm 1: Genetic algorithm for warehouse scheduling.

detect the others at short range (usually a few grids in front
of them), they enter into negotiation and, in general case,
the robot with fewer tasks left gives up the right-of-way. This
mechanism is critical to the security of the whole system.

3.2. GA Based on Virtual Task for Warehouse Scheduling. GA
is a search method inspired from natural evolution and has
been successfully applied to a variety of NP-hard combinato-
rial optimization problems [14–17]. It is iterative, population-
based algorithm and follows the principle of survival of the
fittest to search solutions through the operations of selection,
crossover, and mutation. To apply GA to solve the warehouse
scheduling problem, the focus is to establish an effective chro-
mosome representation and design suitable selection, cross-
over, and mutation operators to improve the solution quality.

In this paper, a concept of virtual task is introduced
to code the multirobot task allocation problem; meanwhile
evaluation function and genetic operators are also specifically
designed for the issue. An improved GA for warehouse
scheduling is presented in Algorithm 1. The entire algorithm
terminates when a fixed evolution generation is reached.

3.2.1. Chromosome Representation. Chromosome represen-
tation is particularly important in GA and a specific problem
must be indicated by the appropriate code to promote the
evolutionary process. In this paper, we use a single integer
string of length (𝑚+𝑛−1) as representation of chromosome,
where𝑚 is the number of robots and 𝑛 is the number of tasks.
In the chromosome, 𝑛 tasks are represented by a permutation
of integers from 1 to 𝑛.The string is portioned into𝑚 sections
by adding (𝑚− 1) virtual tasks, that is, (𝑛 + 1), (𝑛 + 2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ (𝑛 +
𝑚 − 1), which indicate the transition from one robot to the
other.

An example of task allocation for 8 tasks with 3 robots is
given to demonstrate the above chromosome representation
measure. We only need to add 2 virtual tasks in the chromo-
some, that is, 9 and 10, to be the division points.The sequences
in Table 1 are the possible situations for the task allocation.

During the process of evolution, the virtual tasks in the
chromosome may appear at both ends or be adjacent to each

Table 1: Task allocation coding and the corresponding distribution
results.

Chromosomes Distribution results
3 5 6 9 2 7 10 1 4 8 R1: 3 5 6 R2: 2 7 R3: 1 4 8
9 3 4 8 10 2 1 6 5 7 R1: 0 R2: 3 4 8 R3: 2 1 6 5 7
2 5 7 10 9 1 8 4 6 3 R1: 2 5 7 R2: 0 R3: 1 8 4 6 3
6 3 1 4 9 2 5 8 7 10 R1: 6 3 1 4 R2: 2 5 8 7 R3: 0

other. Hence there will be at least one robot who has no tasks
to perform, which will lead to unbalance in the warehouse;
thus this kind of chromosome will be eliminated during the
evolution.

3.2.2. Design of Fitness Function. Fitness functions are used
in GA to evaluate the quality of the candidate solutions.
When the initial population is generated, or an offspring
is produced, the fitness values of the feasible solutions are
calculated by a fitness function.Thehigher the fitness value is,
the better the individual is. In other words, a fitness function
can facilitate the evolution event by distinguishing the good
solutions from the bad ones. However, there is no such
benchmark for a fixed fitness function. We need to design
an appropriate fitness function based on the characteristics
of our warehousing systems.

In the case of warehouse scheduling, we aim to achieve
three different objectives: (1) minimizing the overall time to
perform the tasks, TT, (2) minimizing the total travel cost
of all the robots, TTC, (3) and maximizing the balancing
condition of task allocation, BU. Hence, the fitness function
includes three different parts accordingly. For the first two
parts, the reciprocals of TT and TTC are used to be the eval-
uation criteria; thus the minimum solutions are converted
to the maximum ones. Taking MaxTest and TotalTest as the
two constants related to the actual task numbers, the fitness
function can be defined as

𝐹 (𝑥) =
MaxTest

TT
+
TotalTest
TTC

+ BU. (3)
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3.2.3. The Genetic Operators

(a) Selection Operator. Selection selects a certain number of
individuals based on the fitness value. In general, the whole
process follows the principle of survival of the fittest. In
other words, the individuals with higher fitness values are
more likely to be selected to the next generation than the
others. In this paper, we combine elitist strategy with roulette
wheel method as the selection strategy. First, we sort the
individuals at present according to their own fitness value
and copy the top 20% directly to the next generation. This
elitist strategy can prevent the outstanding individuals from
being eliminated after a selection operator which is a vital
guarantee for the convergence of the algorithm.Then roulette
wheel method is used to choose the remaining individuals.
Roulette wheel method is also named as proportional model
and the possibility of being selected is proportional to the
fitness of each individual. The better the individuals are, the
more chances to be inherited to the next generation they have.
This new selection strategy is proved to be valid and efficient
during the evaluation.

(b) Crossover Operator. After selection, individuals are
crossed over to create various and promising offspring. It
is commonly recognized that crossover operation is the key
method to generate new individuals. Furthermore, it is an
important feature which distinguishes GA from other evo-
lutionary algorithms. Similarly, the top 20% individuals are
directly inherited to the next generation. For the rest, a vari-
ation of the order crossover (OX) [14] operator is introduced.

Our crossover operator is responsible for the recom-
bination of two individuals to form two new offspring.
Thus, the new individuals will inherit some of the features
from the first parent and retain some characteristics of the
other. Specifically, the new individuals are constructed in the
following way. Regardless of those outstanding individuals
who will not be crossed over, the remainders are paired as the
parent individuals in accordance with the sequences in the
population. After that, for each pair, two crossing points need
to be determined. Unlike the traditional methods, we select
the first crossing point in the anterior half of the individual
and the second in the latter half. This measure has well
controlled the length of the subsection determined by the
two cut points which will influence the evolution rate and
the convergence of the algorithm. Finally, we construct new
individuals by coping with the subsection of one parent and
retaining the relative order of genes of the other one.

For example, if there are two parent individuals,

(9 3 4 8 10 2 1 6 5 7) ,

(2 5 7 10 9 1 8 4 6 3) ,
(4)

suppose that the substrings between the vertical lines are
selected:

(9 3 4 | 8 10 2 1 | 6 5 7) ,

(2 5 7 | 10 9 1 8 | 4 6 3) .
(5)

(9 3 4 8 10 2 1 6 5 7) (2 5 7 10 9 1 8 4 6 3)

(8 10 2 1 5 7 9 4 6 3)(10 9 1 8 3 4 2 6 5 7) Off2Off1

Figure 4: The crossover procedure.

The corresponding segments are directly duplicated into the
offspring, respectively, which result in

(8 10 2 1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ) ,

(10 9 1 8 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ) .
(6)

Next, copy the genes that are not presented in the
offspring yet from the other parent in the order they appear
in. In this example, two new offspring are produced:

(8 10 2 1 5 7 9 4 6 3) ,

(10 9 1 8 3 4 2 6 5 7) .
(7)

The procedure of the above operators is described in Figure 4.

(c) Mutation Operator. Mutation takes charge of adding
new traits to the individuals, thus maintaining variability of
the population. It is indispensable in preventing premature
termination in GA by improving the local search ability.
It should be noted that, in order to preserve the current
excellent individuals, the top 20% do not participate in the
mutation operation. We adopt swap mutation (SM) [14]
operator in this task scheduling algorithm for the other
individuals.The swapmutation operator which is also named
as the point mutation operator randomly selects two genes in
the chromosome and exchanges them. For example, consider
the following sequence:

(5 3 6 9 2 7 10 1 4 8) , (8)

and assume that the second and the fifth genes are randomly
selected; we swap the two points simultaneously and find that
it turns into

(5 2 6 9 3 7 10 1 4 8) . (9)

In this operation we swap the characteristics of individuals
governed by the mutation rate at a certain extent. An
appropriate mutation rate may ensure the ability to explore
the entire search space without weakening the performance
of the algorithm. Thus, we select different values according
to different requirements. Initially, the mutation operation is
performed with a low probability of 0.1 to preserve the vital
individuals. After 1000 generations, the evolution process
tends to be stable, and we reset the mutation rate at a higher
value of 0.5 to search for the new individuals.

3.3. 𝑄-Learning for Path Planning of Multirobot Systems.
Reinforcement learning (RL) [23–26] is a widely used learn-
ing method in cybernetics, statistics, mental philosophy, and
so forth. It has been an active branch in AI for decades. RL
is a powerful mechanism that does not require any prior
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(1) Initialize the total episodes of learning Maxepi, maximum step number Maxstep, discount rate 𝛾;
(2) Initialize the coordinate of the starting and ending point;
(3) Initialize 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) based on the actual grid world;
(4) for 𝑖 = 1 to Maxepi do
(5) Initialize the learning rate 𝛼;
(6) for 𝑗 = 1 to Maxstep do
(7) Decrease the learning rate 𝛼 gradually;
(8) Choose 𝑎 from 𝑠 by greedy action selection;
(9) Take action 𝑎

𝑡
, observe 𝑟

𝑡+1
, 𝑠
𝑡+1

;
(10) 𝑄(𝑠

𝑡
, 𝑎
𝑡
) ← 𝑄(𝑠

𝑡
, 𝑎
𝑡
) + 𝛼[𝑟

𝑡+1
+ 𝛾max

𝑎∈𝐴
𝑄(𝑠
𝑡+1
, 𝑎) − 𝑄(𝑠

𝑡
, 𝑎
𝑡
)]

(11) 𝑠 ← 𝑠
𝑡+1

(12) if 𝑠
𝑡+1

is a goal state then
(13) Break;
(14) end if
(15) end for
(16) end for

Algorithm 2: 𝑄-learning for path planning.

knowledge and the robot can autonomously learn to improve
its performance over time by the trial-and-error interacting
with its working environment. The only response from the
environment is a delayed reward, and the goal of the robot is
tomaximize the accumulated rewards in the long run for each
action. In this kind of learning scheme, the system designers
just need to provide the ultimate goal to be achieved instead
of telling the robot how to reach the target. On account
of the above characteristics, RL has become a hotspot of
research and is a promisingmethod to solve the path planning
problem for mobile robots.

The particular RL algorithm that we employ for the
problem of path planning here is𝑄-learning.𝑄-learning [18–
23] is a kind of model-free RL algorithms which has been
widely used due to its simplicity and theory maturity. 𝑄-
learning uses the action-value function𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) to indicate the
estimated values for each state-action pair and then recur-
sively finds the optimal solution. The procedural form of 𝑄-
leaning for path planning is presented inAlgorithm 2. Several
major issues about Algorithm 2 are addressed as follows.

3.3.1. The Reward Function. The robots proceed their learn-
ing course through the rewards they obtained after a certain
action is taken. The reward value is a feedback from the
environment which evaluates the action in an immediate
sense. A reward function indicates how good the robot’s
performance is and thus defines the goal in RL problem. In
this paper, a frequently employed reward strategy is adopted.
In the grid world, the purpose of the robot is to find an
optimal collision-free path from the starting point to the
ending point. Therefore, upon reaching the corresponding
goal, the robot will attract a large positive reward of 200. A
negative reward of −50 is received as a punishment when the
robot collides into a wall. In other cases, a reward of −1 is
provided so as to encourage fewer steps. In this way, the robot
will prefer those actions which produce higher rewards over
the long run in the process of learning. In other words, this
reward function will prompt the robot to follow the optimal
path that results in the best possible accumulated rewards.

3.3.2. The Value Function. Unlike the reward function, the
value function picks out those actions which obtain for us
the maximal rewards over the long run. The target of the
learning robot is to maximize the accumulated rewards per
action it receives from the environment. 𝑄-learning finds
an optimal strategy by learning the values of the so-called
𝑄 function. The function 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) is defined as the expected
discounted cumulative reward that is received by the robot
when executing action 𝑎 in state 𝑠 and performing an optimal
strategy afterwards.

We start with an initial estimation of 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) for each
state-action pair based on the actual grid world and the value
is updated by interacting with the dynamic environment
continuously. In the course of approaching the goal, the next
state of the environment is determined by the current state
and the action the robot takes. At a certain step 𝑡, the robot
acquires the current state of the environment 𝑠

𝑡
∈ 𝑆, where 𝑆 is

the set of all possible states, and then takes an action 𝑎
𝑡
∈ 𝐴,

where 𝐴 is the set of actions available in state 𝑠
𝑡
. After the

action 𝑎 is taken, an immediate reward 𝑟
𝑡+1

of the state-action
pair is sent to the robot and the environment is in a new state
𝑠
𝑡+1

. The corresponding updated rule [23] is as follows:

𝑄 (𝑠
𝑡
, 𝑎
𝑡
)

← 𝑄 (𝑠
𝑡
, 𝑎
𝑡
)

+ 𝛼 [𝑟
𝑡+1
+ 𝛾max
𝑎∈𝐴

𝑄 (𝑠
𝑡+1
, 𝑎) − 𝑄 (𝑠

𝑡
, 𝑎
𝑡
)] ,

(10)

where max
𝑎∈𝐴
𝑄(𝑠
𝑡+1
, 𝑎) is the maximum 𝑄-value calculated

for taking all possible actions on the next state 𝑠
𝑡+1

. The
parameter 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1] represents the discount factor that
controls howmuch impact future rewards have on the present
decision-making. With a small value of 𝛾, the robot tends to
attach more importance to the near-term rewards, whereas
the robot will take the future rewards into consideration as 𝛾
becomes closer to 1. The parameter 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1] is the learn-
ing rate. A small value of this parameter means the learning
process will proceed at a slow speed, while a too high value
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might affect the convergence property of the algorithm.
Obviously, an appropriate learning rate is critical to the
performance of the whole algorithm. In this paper, the
learning rate is alterable and decreased step by step during the
process of learning. Finally, it will approach a relative small
value. The action-value function 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) is updated at each
time step of an episode until the robot enters into the goal
state. It has been proved that if all state-action pairs are visited
infinitely often by the robot and an appropriate learning rate is
selected, the estimated 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) will converge with probability
one to the optimum value 𝑄∗(𝑠, 𝑎).

3.3.3. Action Selection Strategies. In the physical world, a
robot usually can move in all directions. Here, the action
space is simplified by assuming that only five basic move-
ments are available for each robot: up, down, left, right, and
stand. At each time step, the robot can select any of them as
long as there is an admissible transition. When a robot tries
to implement an action that would take it out of bounds, the
motion will not happen.

In the path planning problem, in order to find a collision-
free path within the least amount of steps, the robot needs to
employ asmany optimal action selection strategies as possible
in the process of learning. The task of a robot is thus to learn
a policy 𝜋 that maps the current state 𝑠 into the desirable
action 𝑎 to be performed.The action policy should be learned
through trial-and-error and through evaluating every state-
action pair so that we can build a policy for working in
the intelligent warehouse. During the process of learning,
if the action is selected according to the random principle,
some unnecessary pairs which have little 𝑄-value will occur
frequently. This can bring long learning time and the 𝑄-
learning algorithm may not converge. In this paper, we use
a deterministic selection mechanism called greedy policy to
choose actions. A greedy strategy [23] refers to a policy that
the robot invariably sorts out the action with the highest
estimated 𝑄-value:

𝜋
∗

(𝑠) = argmax
𝑎

𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) . (11)

It assigns probability one to action argmax
𝑎
𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) in state

𝑠 and the selected action is called a greedy action. The
experiments show that the action selection strategy is quite
effective and the learning speed is increased evidently.

4. Experiments

In this section, we test the performance of the proposed
integrated approach by applying it to a simulated intelligent
warehouse system. As shown in Figure 5, the map of the
warehouse is divided into a 50 × 28 grid world where each
robot and pod occupies a single grid exactly. There are 4 ×
12 shelves in total located in the center and each storage
shelf consists of 6 inventory pods. Three picking stations are
situated in the bottom side of the whole system. We have 8
robots available working for the task orders and each time
they can move just one cell within the scope of the map.

A Task Pool is used to store the dynamic entry-orders
and it will send a certain number of orders to the central

Storage shelvesRobot

Picking station Pod

Figure 5: Rasterized map of the simulated intelligent warehouse
system.

controller at a specific time. After the controller receives the
tasks from the Task Pool, we apply various methods to assign
them to the robots. Then, the central controller sends the
assignment results to the robots via wireless communication
and the robots start to work on their own tasks by using path
planning algorithms to calculate the path all the way.

4.1. Parameter Settings. The parameter settings for GA are
selected as follows: the population size is set to 100; mutation
probability is primarily assigned to 0.1 and then transformed
into 0.5 after 1000 generations; the crossover rate is set to
0.95, which is usually kept high to increase the global search
ability; the total number of generations is assigned to be a
large integer, 100000, to get a satisfactory result. Parameter
settings for 𝑄-learning are very critical since they have a
direct impact on the rate of convergence and quality of the
final results. The discount factor is set to a constant number,
0.8, while the learning rate is typically time varying. The
initial value of learning rate is assigned to 0.3 and it decays by
each step during the leaning process. Finally, the learning rate
will reach a small value at the end of run.The maximum step
number for each episode is set as 15000. When the number
of the accumulated steps reaches 15000, it means failure to
reach the target within the limited number of steps and the
episodewill be terminated and continued to the next one.The
maximum episodes for 𝑄-learning are set as 8000 to obtain
reliable experimental results.

4.2. Experimental Results. In order to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed approach, we carried out several groups of
experiments by combining different task allocation methods
(i.e., GA, auction-based method [7, 11], 𝐾-means clustering
method [10], and random allocation) with different path
planning methods (i.e., 𝑄-learning and classic heuristic
algorithm of 𝐴∗ [9, 11]), which leads to eight groups of
simulation experiments in thewarehousing system as follows:

(1) GA with 𝑄-learning.
(2) GA with 𝐴∗.
(3) Auction with 𝑄-learning.
(4) Auction with 𝐴∗.
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Figure 6: Travel time (TT) spent by each different approach.
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Figure 7: Total travel cost (TTC) of each different approach.

(5) 𝐾-means with 𝑄-learning.
(6) 𝐾-means with 𝐴∗.
(7) Rand. with 𝑄-learning.
(8) Rand. with 𝐴∗.

The results of all these solutions are shown in Figures 6–
8, where the performances are given regarding the criteria of
travel time, TT, total travel cost, TTC, and balancing utiliza-
tion, BU. All the results are averaged over 20 simulations in
the above experimental environment.

Figure 6 shows the time spent by the above eight groups
of experiments as the number of tasks increases. It can be
seen that GA performs much better than the others where
the robots are able to accomplish the allocation task in a
much shorter time, while the performance of𝐾-means is the
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Figure 8: Balancing utilization (BU) of each different approach.

worst. This is because, in the traditional 𝐾-means method,
the task allocation process concentrates more on minimizing
the travel cost and cannot control the balancing condition
effectively. Once there is a robot nearest to an open task, other
robots will not attempt to compete even if they are sitting
around idle and thus caused a bad behavior.

Figure 7 displays the curves for the total travel cost. It is
clear that there is only a slight distinction between these eight
groups regardless of the number of tasks. Unsurprisingly, the
travel costs of 𝐾-means are the lowest among all the others.
Another important aspect is that𝑄-learning exhibits a similar
performance with 𝐴∗. In other words, although 𝑄-learning
does not use the model of the environment, it can find the
optimal path as 𝐴∗ does.

Figure 8 shows the balancing utilization and the perfor-
mance of GA combined with 𝐴∗ or 𝑄-leaning are strikingly
different from the other solutions. They have a steady value
of about 95% all along. By contrast,𝐾-means combined with
𝐴
∗ or𝑄-leaning perform significantly worse.The BU of them

is much smaller; none of them reached 50% which indicates
a severe bias towards using of robots and poor balancing
performance. In that condition, the utilization of the system is
quite unsatisfied.The other four groups outperform𝐾-means
in most cases, the BU values range from 25% to 75% as the
task number increases, and the four methods perform very
close to each other.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the typical scheduling and path
planning problems in an intelligent warehouse. GA and 𝑄-
learning are presented for task allocation and path planning,
respectively. In comparison, we review and evaluate some
popular algorithms in these two issues for autonomous
mobile robots in warehousing systems. The experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the new solution
by combining GA and RL. GA generates the best results
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for warehouse scheduling compared to other methods we
examined. The performance of 𝐴∗ is roughly the same with
𝑄-learning for path planning problem. However, 𝐴∗ is only
suitable for the case when the working environment is known
to the robots. As RL does not necessarily need the model of
the environment, the robot gains the ability to adapt to differ-
ent circumstance.The new solution improves the utility of the
intelligent warehouse system remarkably and is practical for
various applications. Our further work will focus on avoid-
ing dynamic obstacles in a warehouse and transfer learn-
ing for multiple robots [27–29].
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